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Abstract

The successful design of a launch vehicle requires the
careful characterization of the various loads the structure will

experience over its lifetime. Many of the most demanding
load environments occur during the launch/ascent phase of a

mission, typically defined as the point of engine start
through engine cut off. One of the critical events during
the launch phase is the liftoff event. This event imparts

high loads on the vehicle due to transient events such as
thrust build-up and vehicle release. This paper describes the

theory and procedures used to calculate structural loads due to
the liftoff event for the Lockheed-Martin X33 technology

demonstrator vehicle. These procedures were developed at
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center and verified

previously on other advanced launch system concepts and the
Space Shuttle system.

Introduction

The liftoff event is one of the most extreme operating
environments for launch vehicles and related ground support

equipment. Typically, thrust structures, hold-down
structures and launch pads experience their maximum loads

during this event. Also, other structures may be highly
loaded due to secondary effects such as overpressure and
acoustics (the analysis described here does not consider
acoustics). The severity of the liftoff event is due, in part,
to the typical way that vertical take-off vehicles are
launched. Generally, vertical take-off vehicles are held
firmly to the launch pad until the engines have reached a
thrust level sufficient for liftoff. Many launch vehicles,

including the X33, are bolted to the pad with large "hold-
down" bolts. These bolts are normally under significant
tension loads when the engines reached their liftoff thrust
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level. At the time of release, small explosives are detonated
in the hold-down bolt nuts (called frangible nuts), which

rapidly releases the bolt tension, and therefor the vehicle.
This causes a large shock load to both the launch vehicle and
the launch pad resulting in high dynamic loads within each
structure.
The liftoff analysis of the X33 vehicle uses a methodology
developed at Marshall Space Flight Center during the mid
80's. A basic explanation of the theory is presented later in

this paper, and a full description is contained in reference 1.
In general, the method allows separate linear models to be
analyzed as a coupled system until a specified release time.
At the time of release, the coupling constraints are relaxed

(very rapidly) and the models are free to behave as separate
structures. The use of linear models allows efficient

computations and reduces non-linear modeling complexities.

Models.

The vehicle model for the X33 transient liftoff analysis is a

MSC/NASTRAN finite element model constructed for use

in loads and dynamic analysis. The vehicle was divided into
several sections for model construction, with different
individuals of the X33 team responsible for each section.

Assembly and integration of the full vehicle model was
performed at MSFC. Because of the general nature of this
model, it is too large for a transient analysis in its base (un-

reduced) form. The table below lists the model sizes.

Vehicle (w/100% fuel) RLM
Grids 20556 258

Elements 32611 385

Weight/Ibs) 297_320 68r342
Modes to 35 Hz 979 4

Table 1. Model Info

Component modal synthesis (Craig Bampton reduction) was
used to reduce the model to a manageable size. This was
done within MSC/NASTRAN using their superelement

methodology. The boundary degrees of freedom (DOF's)
used for the reduction of the vehicle model were the four

grids that represent the interface to the launch pad (i.e. the
hold-down points). Using MSC terminology, the 24 DOF's

represented by these grids were used as the boundary degrees
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of freedom (i.e. the b-set) for the vehicle superelement. All

other grids in the vehicle model were considered internal to
the vehicle superelement. Figure 1 shows the vehicle model
coupled with the launch pad, while figure 2 shows the
vehicle model with part of the upper Thermal Protection
System (TPS) removed to expose the internal structure.

The model of the launch pad was also constructed as a
MSC/NASTRAN finite element model. The X33 launch

pad is also called the rotating launch mount (RLM) because
it is used to rotate the vehicle from a horizontal service

position to the vertical launch position. The loads model for
the RLM is a relatively simple steel structure constructed

mostly of bar and plate elements, with concentrated masses
representing the various non-structural systems. Table 1
includes the basic statistics of the RLM model while figure

3 shows a plot of the structure.

Figure 1. Coupled vehicle and pad models
Figure 3. Rotating Launch Mount

Figure 2. Vehicle model cut-away

The Lancoz modal extraction method was used to calculate

component modes up to 35Hz. The reduced liftoff model
with 100% fuel weighed in at 1003 degrees of freedom as
extracted from MSC/NASTRAN (24 boundaries and 979
modes).

Hydroelastic Modeling of LOX

One of the most challenging aspects in the finite element
modeling of rocket launch vehicles is the modeling of the
propellant. The propellant represents approximately 73% of
the total weight of the X33 launch vehicle at liftoff of which
85% is LOX weight. Not only is it important that this is

represented, but it is very important to capture the physical
dynamics of the interaction of the propellant fluid with the
tank structure. During the liftoff transient event the
interaction of the LOX fluid with the tank structure,

especially the bulkhead, can be a significant driver for loads
on the tanks and supporting structure. For the X33 vehicle
it was even more of a difficult task, because of the geometry

of the LOX tank (Figure 4). The LOX fluid for the X33 was
modeled by Lockheed-Martin using the finite dement
method and the code HYDRO. This code was developed by
Martin-Marietta for NASA's Space Shuttle External Tank 2.

It essentially uses the method of weighted residuals to
discretise the fluid field as derived from structural mechanics

principles.
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Figure4. LoxTankFEmodel

Theresultingfluid equationsarethentransformedinto
structuraldegreesof freedomof thewettedwallof thetank
andthefreesurfaceof thefluid. Theequationsarethen
coupledto thetankstructuralfiniteelementmodel.The
fluidfreesurfaceandtankundergoingthefirst two slosh
modesareshowninfigure5.

(includedattheendof thisdocument)lists thevariousload
casesforthecycle5(C5)liftoffloadset. Theseloadcases
variedthewinds,fuel levels(gravityload),andrelease
timingin andattemptto capturethe"worstcase"loads.
Notethatthewindsandfuellevelsdidnotchangeduring
eachtransientanalysis.Also,thetimehistoriesfor the
transientloadsof thrustandoverpressurewerethesamefor
all cases.Thetimehistorytraceof thrustpowerlevelis
plottedinfigure6.

Thesecondaryload,overpressure,is alsoappliedas a
transientforce.Overpressureis consideredasecondaryload
sinceitresultsfromwavereflectionsoff of theflametrench
duetosuddenchangesinthethrust.Figure7 illustratesthe
originoftheoverpressureload.

" .... >.--"',"i,o .......

Flame Trench

Figure 7. Overpressure source illustration

As shown in figure 7, there are two components of the

overpressure load, identified here as symmetric and anti-
symmetric. The symmetric component impinges on both
sides of the vehicle, while the anti-symmetric wave is

applied to the top of the vehicle only. The pressure loads
resulting from these traveling waves are applied to the
vehicle by sectioning the outer surface into a finite set of
discrete bands, or stations, as shown in Figure 8.

Yaw Mode Pitch Mode

0.5978 Hz 0.5354 Hz

Figure 5. LOX tank lobe with slosh modes

Loading Conditions

There is one secondary and four primary load sources
considered for the X33 lifloff analysis. These are
overpressure, gravity, wind, thrust, and release timing.
Although release timing is not an actual load (technically, a
changing boundary condition), it is a load inducing
parameter, and is varied as a load for this analysis. Table 2 Figure 8. Overpressure stations
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Eachstationis approximately100incheswide(topto
bottom)andis associatedwithaseparateunitpressureload
set.To simulatetheoverpressurewavestravelingupthe
vehicle,eachoverpressureloadsetis scaledwithapressure
timehistory,delayedwith respectto thestationbelowit.
Thetimehistorytracesareshownin figures9 and10.
ThesetraceswerecalculatedbytheMSFC'sunsteadyflow
groupbasedonprinciplesfoundin reference[2] and[3].
Sincetheoverpressureloadsaredependenton thethrust
start-uptransient(figure6),anychangein thethrustcurve
requiresare-calculationoftheoverpressurecurves.

gl d

Lg3J LaJ

(5)

Solving for the unknown coefficients at each time step and
substituting into equation (2) the interface forces can be
computed at that time step. The separation of the vehicle
from the launch pad is performed by modifying the terms in
the compatibility matrix [C] in equation (5) for those
degrees of freedom that are released as the hold down bolts
are released.

Analysi_ Theory

The liftoff transient response methodology used in this
analysis was taken from reference 1. The equations of
motion for the launch vehicle and launch platform can be
written as:

[Mvl{xv}+[cvl{iv}+[Kv]{Xv} = {fv}+ {fl} (la)

[M_ ]{_p} + [Cp]{ip} +[Kp ]{Xp} : {fp }- {fl} (lb)

The interface forces between the launch platform and the

launch vehicle {f_} can be represented by a power series
approximation with unknown coefficients (keeping only
three terms).

{fl} = {go} + {gl} (t-ti) +{g2}(t-102 + {g3} (t-ti) 3

for t i<_t < t_+At (2)

The equations of motion for the vehicle and launch platform

(eqn. la and lb) along with the interface force equation (2)
can then be split into two separate equations of motion with
separate responses for the vehicle and launch platform.

[Mv ]{iv,} + Icy ]{Xv,} + [Kvl{xv,} : {fv} + {g0} (3a)

[Cv]{*v2}+[Kv]{Xv2}--
{gl}(t-ti) +{gz}(t'ti) 2+ {g3} (t-tj) 3

(3b)

[Mp]{xm} + [Cp]{Xp,} + [Kp](Xl'l} = {fP}- {go} (4a)

[Me]{ii_} + [Cp]{*n} + [Ke]{xp2} =

-{gl}( t- ti)- {g2}( t" ti)2 - {g3} (t- t i)3

(4b)

Where {xv} = {xv,} +{x_21 and {Xp} = {Xp,} + {xoz} along
with their derivatives. These equations can then be solved
simultaneously using initial conditions and unit loads for
the unknown coefficients (g's). By enforcing compatibility
at the interfaces and using the responses due to unit loads, a
set of equations in terms of the unknown coefficients can be
written (see reference 1):

Analysis Procedure

The response analysis is performed using a set of
FORTRAN programs based on the equations and procedures
described in the previous section I. Performing the analysis
is done in four basic steps:

1) Extract raw data from NASTRAN
2) Translate to FORMA format
3) Perform analysis initialization
4) Perform response analysis

Further details on each of these steps are described below.

Since the model was constructed in MSC/NASTRAN, the

model and related data must be translated into a format

usable by the FORTRAN programs. A custom DMAP alter
for SOL 112 outputs the needed information to output2 and
output4 files using a two step process. The first step
performs a NASTRAN "cold start" in which the model
(vehicle or RLM) component modes are calculated and the
mass, stiffness and load matrices are output. The cold start
creates the NASTRAN database files with the reduced

superelement and associated transformation matrices, and is
used for restarts in all subsequent runs. The second step
generates the LTMs for data recovery. Restarting from the
previously generated database, an identity matrix is passed to
the NASTRAN data recovery routines as a dummy response
matrix. The results from the data recovery routines are
LTMs which, when post-multiplied by actual response

vectors, generate the output responses requested in the case
control section. In order to keep the LTM size to

manageable levels; response requests are generally broken up
into several sets. This requires multiple restart runs, since
only one "FORCE" and "DISPLACEMENT" request may
be made for each NASTRAN analysis. The resulting files
contain the matrices:

[Maa], [Kaa], [Pa], [TATMxa], [_Fya]

Here the subscripts indicate the row and column dimension,
where "a" is the size of the NASTRAN a-set, "x" is the

number of requested displacements, and "y" is the number of
requested element forces. Note that the load matrix is
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actually composed of column vectors, each of which
corresponds to a NASTRAN load set (gravity, wind, etc...).
In the actual response analysis, these vectors will be scaled
with time history traces to generate the required time varying
loads.

The files from the NASTRAN runs with the SOL 112 alter

are read by the FORTARN program Stepl. This program
performs some basic checks on the NASTRAN raw data, and
translates the data into FORMA ° binary files. The stepl

program also creates DOF maps for the model and LTM
matrices.

starting from the correct conditions and behaving in the

expected way. For example, notice that the interface force
traces follow the general shape of the thrust build-up curve.
Also, the "steady state" condition of the forces during the

first part of the plot indicates that the initial conditions were
calculated correctly.

The result of the response run is the displacements,
velocities and accelerations in generalized coordinates.

Data Recovery

An analysis initialization program reads the results from the
stepl program and performs a final series of modifications
before the response analysis. First, the rotational DOF's at
the vehicle and RLM boundaries are not needed since the

interface is assumed to be "pinned". To accommodate this
assumption, another CMS reduction is performed with the
rotational DOF's of the boundaries as interior DOF's.

Second, normal modes of the model are calculated and the

equations are translated to un-coupled equations in
generalized coordinates. In this format, it is easy to create a
modal damping matrix by simply specifying the modal

damping factors. A modal damping factor of 0.5 % was
used for the C5 loads analysis. Finally, the initialization

program modifies the LTM'S for compatibility with the
generalized coordinates and calculates the initial conditions
and interface forces. This information is written out to a file

for processing by the response run. The resulting matrices
are;

[Mqq]=[I]=[o]T[Maa][ O]

[Cqq ] = [I]{2_i°)i }

[Kqq ] = [I]{0)2 } = [(I)]T [Kaa ] [(1)]

[Pq]= [,:I:,]T[P.]

[TATMxq] = [TATMxa ] [O]

Where "q" indicates the generalized coordinates, and the mode
vectors are mass normalized.

The response analysis program reads the un-coupled models,
applied forces, and initial conditions generated by the
initialization program, and executes the time step analysis.
As the response run progresses, the physical interface forces
are written to the standard output file. A sample plot of the
interface forces for load set L05508 is shown in figure 11.
These forces are helpful for checking that the analysis is

"FORMA stands for FORtran Matrix Analysis, and is a

library of FORTRAN routines and originally developed for
Marshall Space Flight Center by the Martin Marietta Corp.

Because the results from the response analysis are in

generalized coordinates, they must be transformed into
physical responses (forces, accelerations, etc...) to be of any
use. Also, an uncertainty factor of 50% is _cled to the

dynamic portion of the response during this phase. This is
meant to account for inaccuracies in the model, analysis and
environmental data. Finally, The loads are sorted and
tabulated for distribution.

Adding the 50% uncertainty factor on the dynamic response
is fairly straightforward for accelerations and velocities.
Since these values are defined with respect to their rest state

of zero, we may add a factor to the dynamic portion of the
response by modifying only the responses associated with
the elastic modes. Recall from the previous section that the
acceleration transformation matrix was modified from its

original NASTRAN form such that post multiplying it by
the generalized accelerations will yield the physical
accelerations requested in the NASTRAN case control
section.

{X} = [TATMxq ] {/t} (6)

Using partition notation, equation 6 can be written as

(,:;flex )
rigid J_x(q-6) _,

{x} = [TATMxn_X6" TATMx6 ] /;_rigia [t _q" J
k "tx6 .I

(7)

In 7, the superscript "flex" is used to represent generalized
DOF's associated with the elastic modes, while "rigid"
indicates DOF's associated with the rigid body modes.

Mathematically, it makes no difference weather we multiply
the "q" values or the columns of TATM by 1.5, however,
because of the large number of "q" vectors (one for each time

step) it is much more efficient to modify the column of the
TATM associated with the elastic modes.

Displacements and Element forces require a different
technique for adding a factor to the dynamic portion.
Instead, first consider the basic dynamic system of equations,

{_} + 2[¢/o,]{/t} + [ro_]{q} = f(t) (8)

If we let the inertial and damping force be zero, we have the

static equilibrium equation in modal coordinates
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[CO/2]{qstat} -- f(t) (9)

name, response value, load case and time. Table 3 shows
the composite max-rain table format.

Then

{qstat } = [-_ f(t) (10)

Where q is defined as the sum of it's static and dynamic
components

{q} = {qstat } -'b {qdyn } (11)

By defining the new displacements with the uncertainty
factor as

{q,ew} = l'5{qay.} + {qsta,} (12)

Summary

As can be seen from the previous sections, calculating loads
for the liftoff event with this technique is not a simple

matter. The multiple steps, programs, and varied data
sources provide the analyst many opportunities for error.
Avoiding these errors requires careful examination of the
results at each step with a general understanding of how the
structure is expected to react. On the positive side, this
technique produces important insights into the vertical liftoff
environment, and particularly, into the highly dynamic
"release" event. Because of the never-ending pursuit of
greater performance from lighter structures, accurate
characterization of liftoff loads is critical for safe and robust

designs.

and substituting from (11) and then (10)

{qn_w} = l'5{q-qsta,} + {q_tat}

= 1.5{q} - 0.5{qsta, }

= 1.5{q} - 0.5r-_f(t)
to,.-]

(13)

Substituting the left side of (8) for fit) results in an
expression dependant only on q

{q._w} = 1.5{q}- _[{_i}

= {q}- _{_i}-

+ 2[_io_i]{Cl}+ [_?]{q}]

[_i] {1_} (14)

Since most launch vehicles are very lightly damped (0.5%
used for X33), the last term in (14) is generally very small,

and is therefore ignored. Then the final form of the equation
for adding the uncertainty factor to the modal coordinates is
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{q._w} = {q}- [_{q}
(15)

These new responses can now be used with the appropriate
LTM to generate the desired dement forces or grid
displacements. Figure 12 shows a sample time history and
shock spectra plot. These results are for an element force in
the thrust structure.

Once the responses have been modified with the uncertainty
factor, the time history of each response is scanned for the
maximum and minimum values. These values are saved in

a table along with their load case ID and time stamp. The
individual max-min tables are then scanned by a composite
max-min program, which scans the results for all load cases
and sorts out the 5 most extreme values (5 max and 5 min).
These values are printed in a table, which lists the response
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